others have been concerned with finding conditions that summability methods should sum the convergent sequences and some others, or no others. We restrict ourselves to reversible matrix methods, that is, those in which the matrix A = (a n k) transforms the sequence #={# n } into the sequence Ax = {A n (x)} = { XXo UnJeXic} and if y is any given convergent sequence, the equation y~Ax has a unique solution x. Our results are particularly simple in the special case of normal matrices, that is, those with dnk = 0 for k>n, a nn 5é0.
THEOREM. A reversible conservative matrix A sums a divergent sequence if and only if H^"
1 ]! = °°.
In particular if j|^4 X JJ < oo we automatically conclude the convergence of the above mentioned sequences (formed from A" 1 ).
Sufficiency. Suppose H-4"" 1 !! = °°. Since {c n } is bounded this means that \\B\\ = oo. By a now classical scheme we may construct a convergent sequence y such that By is unbounded. Let x n = c n lim r y r + /CfcLn bnkyje-The sequence x is also unbounded since {c n \ is bounded but Ax = y is convergent.
Necessity. Suppose U^" 1 !! < °°. Let x be summable A. Then y=Ax is convergent and \x n \ = | c n lim y r + ^2,b nh y h \ S\\A~l\[ -sup |y r | < oo by hypothesis and since y is convergent. Thus x is a bounded sequence. The result is then immediate from the following lemma.
LEMMA. If a reversible conservative matrix sums only bounded sequences it sums only convergent sequences.
A proof is given for perfect matrices by Hill (Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 50 (1944) p. 229). The following proof for conservative matrices while still leaning on the methods of Mazur and Banach is along different lines.
Suppose first that A is an arbitrary reversible matrix. We denote its convergence field by (A). For a sequence x define ||#|| =sup n \x n \. We shall call this the first metric. The second metric will be that defined by 11#|| =sup n |-4 n (ff)|. The one to one correspondence x<-+Ax between (A) and (c) (the class of convergent sequences) respectively is norm-preserving using the second and first metrics respectively and so (A) is a separable Banach space using the second metric. Moreover suppose {x r } is a sequence of elements of (A) with limit x in (^4) using the second metric. We prove that The above results have been derived using only the reversibility of A.
Imposing the hypotheses of the lemma on A we next show that (^4) is a Banach space using the first metric. We have only to show that it is complete so let us suppose that a sequence \x r } of elements of (^4) is a Cauchy sequence using the first metric. It is readily verified that it is then a Cauchy sequence using the second metric. Thus {x r } converges to an element x of (A) using the second metric. It follows from (1) that the bounded sequence to which {x r } converges using the first metric is actually x. Thus (-4) is a Banach space using either metric. It follows (Banach, loc. cit. Theorem 6, p. 41) that the two metrices are equivalent. But, as mentioned above, 04) is separable if we use the second metric and so it is separable if we use the first metric, and our lemma follows from a result of Agnew (Ann. of Math. (2) vol. 46 (1945) line 8 from foot of p. 99) that the bounded field of a matrix is not separable using the first metric unless the matrix sums no bounded divergent sequences.
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